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This volume of fourteen chapters was
published in 1922.Excerpt from the
Foreword:Take care of truth, and beauty
will take care of itself: this has ever been
my method and I am now too old to change
it. In the hands of a priest the height of art
is not to conceal art, but to ignore it. I write
to be understood and thereby to do good: I
care not whether the reader is pleased or
not with my words. When a man is strong
and in good spirits, says Liddon, he likes to
toy with style and speculations ; but when
he is sick, and suffering, and has another
state of existence looming, however
indistinctly, be- fore him, he desires truth;
a truth, too, which dares to assert itself as
truth, which knows its responsibilities, its
frontiers,
its
premises
and
its
consequences, its foes and its supporters.
To talk at the bedside of a dying man as if
you were doubt- ful about your words, or
afraid of offending literary susceptibilities,
would be the acme of ridicule. Religion
may have it has a literary side; but
speaking broadly, literature is one thing,
and religion is another and an infinitely
higher and more sacred thing than
literature. It is because our Lords words go
straight to the heart and soul of man that
He shows Himself to be the Master of the
absolute Religion; and that he gives us a
warrant that what He says will not pass
away.All must admit that to give a new
edge to truths blunted by use, it is not
needful that they should be clothed in
language either gorgeous or elegant; but
only that their expression should be such as
we are not accustomed to ; such as to make
us stop and listen. Since, then, each
individual has his own individual language
and accentuation, it is always helpful to
hear from others truths which, formulated
in our own way, pass through our ears
without friction and therefore escape our
attention. For this reason it does not seem
altogether presumptuous or unreasonable to
flood the market with religious books,
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provided the author can claim personality
of manner and disclaim all pretence at
novelty in point of matter. A new gospel is
not worth listening to ; while to say the old
things in the old words is tire some. In his
latest book, The Holy Earth, L. H. Bailey,
the Nestor of rural writers, has just told us
that a man cannot be a good farmer unless
he is a religious man. That this sentence is
true no one can deny, for a farmer s life is
one of sacrifice and uncertainty; his labor
lasts practically all day; few are his
diversions and many are the risks he runs;
more than any other man he depends upon
the good pleasure of God, who sends rain
and drought, sun- shine and storm, success
and failure. And if a farmer is not in the
habit of looking heavenwards, the burden
of the day becomes almost unbearable at
times on his shoulders. Farmers need God
in the days of disaster and poverty, that
they may be enabled to carry on their work
and never be discouraged; they need Him
also in the days of prosperity and rich
crops, that they may make good use of His
gifts for themselves and for humanity. May
this handbook of spiritual agriculture lead
us all to Him, the Friend of the Farmers
and Master of the Harvests!
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